
 

 

 

Sunday in Cape Town...everyone’s talking about the weather…record breaking rain. 

Business is moving along.  I’m scheduling more courses for SDI in the Spring here before 
Christmas and that has to be a good sign.  If we don’t do it before Christmas then nothing much 
will be done until February.  There’s a shut down here of French August proportions. 

I’m very impressed with my VPN.  It means that I’m using Netflix from the UK and iPlayer on the 
BBC and I’ve even visited a US website that normally shuts out “foreigners”.  I’ve even 
managed to get it loaded on to my android phone so that I can listen to BBC sports 
commentaries on the internet.  Maybe this is a bit nerdy but if you want to take a more global 
view of your internet surfing, hide your origin and are getting shut out as a “foreigner” then this is 
the path to go. 

Despite the biblical rain we’re talking to an aircon company to get some units put in for the 
Summer…’cos January is going to be 35° and sticky and that’s not pleasant in Newlands. 

Sport continues and Western Province are unbeaten and Millwall have just won two in a row.  If 
you support enough teams you’re bound to find one of them winning from time to time. 

The website work continues.  The bureaucracy to change domain hosting is shocking.  What 
should take days just takes weeks and, of course, the outgoing host has to give permission and 
they ain’t likely to be doing that any time soon. 
 
Remember:  @tom_beasor and LinkedIn for daily neg tweets.  Feel free to connect on LinkedIn 
and re-tweet. 
 
Have a good one  
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I’m downloading a whole host of vids to watch on my Android tablet.  It’s only got 16 gig memory but I can use a 64 

gig memory stick and an “on the go” (OTG) cable.  Works a treat and goodbye crappy airline entertainment…I 

bring my own…and it’s rather good. 

 

Bought an airline ticket from London to  Cape Town this week.  Emirates is 40% cheaper than the opposition and if 

you don’t mind a stopover in Dubai then it’s great value.  I’ve been to Dubai over 10 times.  I’ll have to leave the 

airport one of these days! 

 

FAIRBANKS, Alaska (AP) — A Fairbanks woman who fired five shots at her fleeing, estranged husband in 2012 

has been sentenced to 12 years in prison. 

The Fairbanks Daily News-Miner reports (http://bit.ly/1gMRQAD ) Christine Mills pleaded down to felony assault. 

Mills' husband survived the shooting and testified that his wife shot at him five times, hitting him four times, 

including while he was running away from her on April 25, 2012. 

The couple separated in December 2011, but he went to her home to fix a flat tire for her that day. 

Superior Court Judge Bethany Harbison said after a two-day sentencing hearing that the crime is more akin to 

attempted murder. 

But she says Mills has good prospects of rehabilitation. 

Prosecutors had requested a 15-year sentence. 
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Air Conditioning 

I’m in the market for some aircon and I spoke to a person this week who’d been recommended to 
me. 
 
We talked through the choices and potential costs and it was clear I was talking to an expert.  I 
was sufficiently impressed with his sales pitch that I’d pretty much decided to buy the work before 
he priced it up.  All he had to do was to get the price in the main zone of local contractors. 
 
In domestic work where you’re entering people’s houses then they have to be reassured that 
you’re a trustworthy person.  Even in business the same applies when companies need to trust 
the supplier especially if it’s for a strategically important item or service. 
 
In these cases price becomes increasingly unimportant.  Value is calculated by proper buyers 
beyond the price numbers in isolation. 
 
So my advice to sellers is to spend more time on your professionalism and personal approach to 
the clients and less time polishing the prices.   
 
Price is never as important as many buyers would have you believe.  Would you like to be treated 
by the cheapest doctor in your town...or the most expensive? 
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Strategy and tactics 

If you want to get properly prepared for a negotiation then you’ve got to have your strategy 
properly understood and prepared.  A negotiation sits in the context of the business relationship 
and needs to be congruent with the appropriate (buying or selling) corporate policy. 
 
I spend a lot of time discussing this with clients. 
 
Once we’ve moved beyond that point we can then look at the tactics.  In essence this is the 
question:  “So what are you going to do when the meeting starts?”  This involves agenda setting, 
venue management, number crunching, marker placing, closing deals, being fast on your in front 
of the opposition, how to handle disagreement…etc. etc. 
 
We spend a lot of time discussing this also. 
 
If you want to be at this game then you need to get your strategy straight but you also need to be 
smart when the meeting starts. 
 
Get both of these right and you’ll be good to go. 
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